
Helping Advisors & Clients 
Create Successful Outcomes



PARTNERING TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

www.hanlon.com

Together, we empower our partners to achieve more!
Our goal at Hanlon is to collaborate with our partners, helping them leverage technology and middle 
office giving them a broader and stronger foundation from which to grow.  RIAs and advisors partner 
with us to grow their revenue while providing greater service to their clients. We provide our partners with 
a collaborative approach to case design and income planning, as well as the technology to increase op-
erating efficiency.

Collaboration Partnering together to jointly create a better 
client outcome.

Coordination Together, we provide all the elements that ensure 
efficiency and harmony.

Scalability Utilize our expertise to make better use of your time 
for clients and prospects.

Flexibility The ability to adapt, understand, and provide 
clarity.

Grow Your Brand
Make your company the focus of your client’s experience.

• Private labeling
• Custom portfolios
• Personalized client reporting and income planning

Helping You Help Your Clients
We build our system to your needs.



CASE DESIGN & INCOME PLANNING
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Achieve Scalability
Through technology:  Leverage your time/Grow your brand/Collaborate on Case Management

Through coordination of middle office for outsourcing tasks to increase efficiencies.

• TAMP and Asset Management • Case Design Team
• Open Architecture Model Marketplace • Investment Solutions Team
• Service Team • Proposals and Billing
• Reporting

Streamline Operations
• All-In-One Platform
• Unified Managed Accounts
• E-document process

Custom Investment Proposals
Building a coordinated and relevant investment pro-
posal allows for better understanding and implemen-
tation of the plan.  Reasons to focus on this household 
overview?

Account Aggregation
Acknowledging that most clients have multiple ad-
visor relationships can help build trust with your 
client while allowing you to assume a Trusted 
Advisor leadership role.  Encouraging clients to 
permit this level of visibility allows for greater trust 
and coordination thus assuring better, and more 
meaningful, outcomes.  After all, it is difficult and 
sometimes impossible to solve a puzzle with only 
half the pieces.

Time Segmentation
All to often, investors do not have 
an outline of how their wealth will 
be distributed in retirement and 

how that wealth should be
positioned now and when that 
event occurs. Our individual

approach provides clarity and
defined execution of the

clients’ plan.

Tax Consequences
Lack of coordination can lead
to increased tax burdens as
clients’ complete financial
picture is unknown thus
leading to investment

inefficiencies.

Higher Fees
Clients likely are paying higher 
than necessary fees as there
is no economies of scale and

pricing thresholds aren’t
being met.
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CASE DESIGN & INCOME PLANNING
 

Personal Client Portfolio Reviews
Are your clients truly diversified and have you personalized their 
household assets to assure the desired outcomes.

Use the Personal Client Portfolio Review to evaluate your client’s 
overall asset allocation and sector weightings as well as uncover 
concentrated positions, view the stock holdings behind your mutual 
funds, measure performance against benchmarks and industry indi-
ces.

You can demonstrate that spreading investments across multiple 
advisors and investments may not make them as truly diversified as 
they thought.  Help them understand true investment diversification, 
while demonstrating additional value add.

Do you have a personal written income plan for your clients?
Historically, investment services have focused on the accumulation of 
assets and risk of investment while focusing on performance based an-
nual reviews.  But how are you answering your client’s biggest ques-
tions – Am I okay?  When can I retire? Will I be okay when another 2008 
hits?

At Hanlon, we believe in a behavioral approach to income planning.  
We consider your clients’ proximity to retirement, we analyze the assets 
they currently have in place versus what they will need for retirement, 
and how should those assets be allocated and located to assure suc-
cess. This personalized and customized income approach enables the 
clients’ advisors to best manage the family’s needs, wants and wishes.

Voyage Income Program
Answering clients’ most important and relevant questions by using our income centric Voyage Income 
Program.  Unique in that it is not just a risk-based solution, but also an income based one driven by each 
clients’ unique situation. We review income streams, current investments, distribution needs and provide 
a written personalized client presentation. Then, we help you develop the implementation plan and the 
conversation around both.

When can they successfully retire? Is there a risk of running out of income? What does their future legacy 
look like and how to best handle?

According to Forbes:
Overview Of Retirement

Income Planning - Part Two  
Without the relative stability provid-
ed by earnings from employment,
retirees must find a way to convert 

their financial resources into a 
stream of income that will last the

remainder of their lives. 



Customize for Your Clients’ Needs
Our Voyage Income Program goes deeper than just the investments and returns by focusing on your 
clients’ income goals. In addition, our income planning process answers critical questions.  First our Invest-
ment Solutions Team determines what phase of investing your client is in:

Hanlon will personalize a written Voyage Income Program for each of your clients, and then build a cus-
tom VIP portfolio meeting your income needs to assure proper delivery of the program.

Voyage Income Program (VIP)
We will customize a program for you and your clients using a combination of our Premier Multi-Model 
Solutions, Individual Model Solutions, and cash equivalents. Your client’s VIP helps guide you and your 
client into and through their retirement, likely strengthening your valued relationship with them.

Keeping the Program Clear & Easy
Your clients’ VIP provides clarity and transparency, providing all involved a sense of comfort knowing they 
have a plan and a means to affect change when required by an outside event or desired new purpose. 
It addresses the psychology of peace of mind in retirement by personalizing a lifetime of income and 

creates a measurable execution of that plan. 
Clients receive a customized program that is 
easy to understand.

Rest assured, we will assist in your client 
conversations and client reviews in order to 
accurately explain the value and importance 
of this planning process. In essence, the VIP 
helps guide you and your clients into and 
through retirement. 

Give your clients the confidence of a com-
prehensive income program, their Voyage 
Income Program.
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Cash/Cash Equivalents
Cash at the ready for your clients’

Income Needs

Single Model Solutions
Portfolio models from our professionally

curated Model Marketplace

Premier Multi-Manager Solutions
Investments selected based on your clients’ needs and

Risk Tolerance to promote Growth for your long-term assets



PERSONALIZED PLAN EXECUTION & IMPLEMENTATION
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SAMPLE IMAGE OF VOYAGE INCOME PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE



A grid view can also be displayed so that you can easily compare the models by investment returns. For illustrative purposes only.

The Hanlon Managed Account Platform
A complete, fully-integrated, next generation Turnkey Asset Management Program (TAMP) with the power 
to streamline your business and dramatically elevate the advice and service you provide to clients. With 
an eye on efficiency and ease of use, we offer features beyond most managed account platforms, which 
will simplify your practice to free you to focus your time and resources on establishing and strengthening 
client relationships. You can choose from a variety of custodians and asset managers, and deliver to your 
clients uncommon flexibilities to customize solutions to meet their particular needs.

The Model Marketplace
 
Select from an extensive listing of investment models.  Using the filtering, sorting and favorite model fea-
tures, you can easily identify models you prefer to use to meet your client’s needs.  The save filter option 
provides easy access to filtered lists for future reference.

CUSTOMIZED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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CUSTOMIZED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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CUSTOMIZED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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Unified Managed Account (UMA) Capabilities
With our broad UMA capabilities, depending upon your chosen custodian, you can consolidate your 
clients’ assets into one account, including mutual funds, ETFs, stocks, bonds, cash management, Non-
Managed assets, Non-Model assets, reserved cash, monthly distribution management, cashiering 
and money movement and more.  With Non-Model and Non-Managed capabilities we can effectively 
customize the tax transition process allowing each client to choose their desired tax budget as it relates 
to capital gains.                               



Consistent with your client’s investor risk profile, the proposal tool will help you prepare and present a 
custom model allocation that can incorporate model and non-model or non-managed assets.  You can 
also compare existing holdings to the proposed allocation.

Custom Proposal Generation
Our investment proposal system creates professional and compliant proposals.

CUSTOMIZED PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
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A COST EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP
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Platform Services – Service Redefined
When you let us handle your client service needs, you won’t just save time and money, you’ll also elevate 
your clients’ experience. We will complete your service requests for you.  You and your staff will never 
have to contact the custodian, we take care of that for you!  That frees you and your staff to focus on 
helping clients achieve their goals, building your business and boosting profitability.

HMAP as a Solicitor or Co-Advisor
A Quick Branding Solution

1. Sign a Selling Agreement

2. Complete Advisor Level Setups

3. Complete Firm Branding with Logo for Platform, Client Portal and Reports

Two ways to modernize your practice through the
Hanlon Managed Accounts Platform (HMAP):

Transition/Implementation

Fee Breakdown

Services HMAP as a Solicitor
A Quick Branding Solution

HMAP as a Co-Advisor
A Quick Branding Solution

Advisory Agreement Hanlon Solicitor Agreement Hanlon Co-Advisory Agreement

IPQ Hanlon Hanlon

Billing Schedule Quarterly in Advance Quarterly in Advance

Model Marketplace

Private Label

Outsourced Services

Investment Solutions Team

Service Team

Trading & Rebalancing

Billing

Performance Reporting

Custodial Download & Reconciliation

Data & Performance Validation

HMAP as Solicitor/Co-Advisor*
Asset Level Cost (bps/yr.)

<$500K 55

$500 - $1mm 40

>$1mm 25

Additional Pricing
Services Cost (bps/yr.)

Voyage Income Program (VIP): Premier Multi Manager Solution .25% 

Voyage Income Program (VIP): Premier Multi Manager Solution (Tax Sensitive) .15%



(888) 641-7100
Hanlon

3393 Bargaintown Road
Egg Harbor Township, New Jersey 08234

www.hanlon.com
For Financial Professional Use Only

This brochure contains general information that is not suitable for everyone. Hanlon Investment Management (“Hanlon”) is an SEC registered investment 
adviser with its principal place of business in the State of New Jersey. Being a registered investment advisor does not imply any level of skill or training. 
Hanlon and its representatives are in compliance with the current registration requirements imposed upon registered investment clients. Hanlon may only 
transact business in those states in which it is registered, or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration requirements. This brochure is limited 
to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. Any subsequent, direct communication by Hanlon with a 
prospective client shall be conducted by a representative that is either registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the 
state where the prospective client resides. For information pertaining to the registration status of Hanlon, please contact the U.S. Securities Exchange 
Commission (www.sec.gov/adviserinfo) or the state securities regulators for those states in which Hanlon is registered. For additional information about 
Hanlon, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement asset forth on Form ADV from Hanlon, at 3393 Bargaintown Road, EHT, NJ 
08234 or call (888) 641-7100. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send money.


